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ABOUT APP
A subscription-based service that
uses a personalized algorithm,
ChatGPT API, and customer feedback
to curate monthly deliveries of
products tailored to the customer's
individual interests and preferences.



TECHNOLOGY
OVERVIEW

Curated Club is a
subscription-based service
that offers monthly deliveries
of curated products related to
the customer's individual
interests and preferences. 



SERVICES
Feedback learning
The service uses a personalized
algorithm to analyze customer
data, combined with ChatGPT
API to understand natural
language, and customer
feedback to curate a selection of
high-quality products that are
tailored to each customer's
specific needs and preferences.

Themes exchange
The service offers a wide range of
themes to choose from, such as
food and snacks, books, pet care,
fitness, and more. It is designed to
offer a fun and convenient way
for customers to discover new
products and hobbies, while also
providing a personalized and
seamless experience that keeps
them coming back for more.



APP FEATURES  AND
APP DEVELOPMENT

Customers can choose from different
subscription options, such as monthly or yearly
plans, and can pause or cancel their
subscription at any time. To ensure a high-
quality experience, all products are carefully
sourced and tested before being included in
the subscription box. In addition, customers can
provide feedback on their preferences and
interests, which is used to further refine the
selection of products in future deliveries.



OUR PROJECT
The benefits of this idea are that it
provides a personalized and convenient
shopping experience for customers, while
also supporting small businesses by
featuring their products in the
subscription boxes. The use of ChatGPT
API allows for a more sophisticated and
accurate analysis of customer
preferences, while also improving
customer engagement and satisfaction
by providing a more personalized
experience.



THANK YOU
#CuratedClub #PersonalizedShopping #SubscriptionService #ChatGPTAPI #CustomerFeedback

#SmallBusinessSupport #ConvenientShopping #ProductDiscovery #MonthlyDeliveries
#TailoredProducts #CustomerExperience #MarketingStrategy #Branding #OnlineShopping

#PersonalizedAlgorithm #HighQualityProducts #CustomerEngagement #CustomerSatisfaction
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